An Inviting Bay. A Welcome Clean.
New Web-based remote access enables operators to control the FreeStyler and access reports from anywhere.

Overhead rail design keeps motors and gears up away from dirt and grime, decreasing maintenance costs.

New large touch screen allows flexible programming, and the ability to toggle between 8 wash packages.

Available treadle-free VPS Virtual Positioning System® adds throughput today and delivers more repeat business tomorrow.

The Easy Choice for Customers.

It’s no secret – to attract business, an in-bay car wash must feel inviting. That’s why the FreeStyler® soft-touch automatic is designed from “the top down” to offer an open, airy and pleasant wash experience we call ClearBay®.

While floor-mounted rollovers can feel claustrophobic, the FreeStyler® is different. Its overhead gantry design opens up the wash bay, speeds up loading and increases throughput.

Once each vehicle is loaded, the powerful five-brush system of the FreeStyler® cleans everything it touches, providing a quick, complete wash – with throughput of up to 20 happy customers per hour, every hour it operates.

The available Wheel Stinger® provides focused wheel cleaning with a freestanding Chemical Tire Applicator (CTA) followed by a high-pressure wheel blast. Upgrade to the HydroBlade® for enhanced rinsing capacity and added high-pressure excitement – plus an onboard CTA that optimizes wheel cleaning performance!
A Simple Decision for Operators.

The unique overhead gantry design of the FreeStyler® has another benefit, too. It keeps the wash gear up and away from dirt and water—preventing the grit and ice related failures that plague other rollovers.

To maximize reliability and savings, Variable Frequency Drive motors provide soft starts, prolonging life and reducing peak energy costs. Rugged motor-and-gearbox units are epoxy coated, and floating mounts minimize bearing loads, extending component life.

For peace of mind, all wash wheels simply push out of the way in the case of an accidental drive-off, eliminating potential vehicle damage. The patented pivoting top wheel floats out of harm’s way, avoiding possible damage associated with competitors’ guillotine-style wheels. What’s more, the optional Whisper Wheel™ top wheel fill runs quietly, increasing customer perception of a gentle wash process.

In the event of a system fault, operators can choose to receive instant notification via numeric pages or more detailed e-mail alerts. The Web-enabled touch screen controller offers powerful remote access, plus unparalleled programming flexibility.

With the FreeStyler®, Wash Cars Your Way.

Because every car wash is different, FreeStyler® owners can choose from many options to enhance the customer experience. These include the popular treadle-free VPS Virtual Positioning System® and powerful dryers, as well as revenue-generating add-ons such as:

- Wheel Stinger® with Freestanding Chemical Tire Applicator (CTA)
- HydroBlade® with Wheel Stinger® and Onboard CTA
- Triple Foam
- Sealer Wax
- Drying Agent
- Bug Spray
- Onboard & Freestanding Vehicle Dryers
- DuraShiner® CF

- Powerful five-brush system cleans everything it touches, delivering up to 20 clean cars every hour
- Available HydroBlade® with Wheel Stinger® adds high pressure and wheel cleaning upsell opportunities
- Available Whisper Wheel™ top wheel fill runs quietly, increasing customer perception of a gentle wash process
- Available DuraShiner® CF delivers quality tire shining results in an in-bay configuration design
It’s **YOUR** Wash
Make It Your BRAND

The FreeStyler® is available in two distinctive branding enhancement packages that enable you to customize the exterior appearance of your FreeStyler® to correspond with your facility’s branding needs.

Use our Web site’s Build-A-Wash™ online tool to build and price your own custom FreeStyler®, complete with color choices and optional equipment!

What owners are saying ...

“Our FreeStyler is an absolutely perfect fit! It installed perfectly in our short, narrow bay and far outperforms our old ‘gas station’ wash. Plus, its striking color scheme perfectly complements our BP identity. I call it my mean green cleaning machine!”

**Jim Lund, Jim’s BP Amoco**

“Our FreeStyler has been popular since the moment we opened. Folks love the fast, tunnel-quality cleaning. We appreciate the rock-solid reliability and flexible branding options. Our yellow-and-black FreeStyler looks as good as the cars that come out of it!”

**Paul and Darcy Truehart, Queen Bee Car Wash**

“Our FreeStyler gives us great cleaning power and total control. We can customize each wash pass according to package purchased, seasonal weather and more. Add the 13-month warranty, and you’ve got a winning combination – power, control and peace of mind!”

**Jody Driver, Brilliance Auto Wash**
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(outside the U.S. please call 248-349-7010)
or visit our website at www.Belangerinc.com